Locate the area on the differential housing where the front wheels pivot. When tires are set in for narrow rows, you may need to turn the wheels to have access to this area.

(1) Complete dimensions A through D by measuring the bolt hole pattern center to center between holes. Insure that these measurements are not of the trunion cap, but the larger outside pattern. These holes may be plugged. (2) Place a small level on the top of the differential housing across holes #1 to #4 on the template. Observe the level, this may be flat or inclined at approx. 11 degrees. Note this on Line H.

Taking a few extra moments now will insure the correct parts are included with your order. No need to measure both sides.

Please fax back to MD Products at (641)423-0059
or email sales@md-products.com

Please Note: MFWD kits will not work on tractors with front end loader attachment installed!